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Stockholm is an attractive city. It is one of Europe's fastest growing cities and will be a metropolis, with 1 million inhabitants, already in 2020.

We who work in the City have a responsibility towards the people of Stockholm every day. We need to make sure the city’s development is inclusive.

Vision 2040 - A Stockholm for everyone is our goal for 2040. It is a promise to all residents to give everyone the equal opportunities.

A long-term and established vision for Stockholm is needed to boost competitiveness and meet the needs from more residents, companies and visitors.
Background

År 2003
OECD report
The need for a coherent vision is identified in the report "Territorial Reviews Stockholm"

2006
Dialogue with stakeholders
A number of dialogues were conducted with NGO:s, companies and experts

2007
Decided by the municipal council
On 11 June 2007, the council decided on a vision for the City of Stockholm

2008
Anchoring in city activities
The vision gradually became a part of the planning of the city's activities

2011
Dialogue with citizens

2015
The Differences of Stockholm
The Commission for a socially sustainable Stockholm presents its first report - The Difference Stockholm

2015
Vision 2040
Stockholm is growing rapidly
Stockholm is growing fast

The population is growing and so do the needs for housing, good accessibility and extended public service. The negative human impact on the climate and environment must decrease.

Stockholmers live in a global context with residents who have worldwide experience. Companies in Stockholm compete with other cities in the global market for skills, capital and investments.

Services of good quality funded by the City of Stockholm shall be offered to residents of different ages. The needs of the population and expectations of city services is changing. That requires responsiveness to the development.

Stockholm has social and economic disparities between neighborhoods and between groups of population. Reducing differences in living conditions strengthens the well-being of all, independent of backgrounds.

Stockholm is a beautiful city, built on islands, where the proximity to the water and green space is a given. It is also a challenge in terms of urban planning, technical solutions and financing investments that become more expensive as tunnels or bridges will connect the city’s various parts.
The difference Stockholm

Over the last three elections, a tendency to declining voter turnout seen in areas with already low turnout.

There are two groups of children that are less likely to achieve the required results in primary school; children who immigrated after the start of school and children whose parents have no high school education.

Individuals with different backgrounds meet each other in an increasingly smaller scale.
A Stockholm for Everyone – four parts

- A Stockholm that stands united
- Financally sustainable Stockholm
- Eco-smart Stockholm
- Democratically sustainable Stockholm
A Stockholm that stands united

• A good school for all
• Secure welfare system that offers equal opportunities
• Wide selection of sports, culture and leisure
• A city where everybody can live regardless of social background
Eco-smart Stockholm

- Sustainable construction and housing
- Easy to live environmentally friendly
- Climate friendly transport
- A clean and beautiful city environment
Financally sustainable Stockholm

- Unique opportunities for work
- Easy to educate themselves throughout their lives
- A leading knowledge region
- The world's smartest city
- An obvious choice for diverse companies
Democratically sustainable Stockholm

• A vibrant democracy throughout the city
• Free from discrimination
• A safe and secure city
• An accessible city for all
• A model employer
The Capital of Scandinavia
On our way towards 2040

"Stockholm is growing and that's good! But we need to grow in a sustainable way and make opportunities for everyone.

All of the city’s activities are important when it comes to achieving the vision a Stockholm for everyone."

Ingela Lindh,
CEO,
City of Stockholm
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